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Song 9 – Showcase
The day of the showcase arrived and The RockAteers were
ready. They had rehearsed three times a week at school and on
Sunday in Burt’s garage. The singer’s voice was improving
with every practice, the gravel in his tones measured and precise. The rhythm section was taut and tight, but with the swing
and feel the songs required. Egg was the icing, his guitar style
fluid and expressive. The RockAteers were in the best playing form of their lives, and Clipper’s analogy, the one he had
delivered at the band’s final practice session before the gig,
had struck a chord with them all:
“You can train till you’re blue in the face, but when match
day comes, you better be ready. There’s nothing like the real
thing to make men quake.”
Inside the Borderline the buzz was electric even before the
gig kicked off. The sound check, watched by twenty people,
went without a hitch. Everything was ready, the names were
on the guest list, the bar was stocked, the crowd had gathered
outside early and The RockAteers were already in gig uniform. They looked and felt like a band.
As the four of them were led by the venue manager through
a snaking corridor to the tiny dressing room, Tea marvelled at
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just how many band stickers adorned the walls. They covered
every inch of space.
“Shit!” Clipper exclaimed when they reached the dressing
room. “Look at all this beer.” Two large cooler boxes were
filled to the top with ice and beer bottles.
“It’s not for us,” Tea said in dejected tones.
“It is,” the venue manager corrected.
“It can’t be. We’re all under age!” Clipper blurted out. Burt
put his head in his hands and Tea groaned.
“I wouldn’t know anything about that,” the manager said
with a half smile, before disappearing back up the corridor.
“You really are one of the biggest plebs on the face of the
earth, do you know that, Clip?” Burt said.
“Sorry, mate, but I have to agree with Burt on this one,”
said Tea.
Clipper looked gutted for a moment. Burt spoke. “Tea, how
many times do I have to tell you to call me Jack?”
“Yes, yes, all right. I’ll try and remember.”
Billy Visconti walked into the dressing room waving a
clipboard. “Guys,” he said loud enough to capture everyone’s
attention. “That sound check was totes amazing. You play like
that in front of Wilson and you’ll find yourselves on the sharp
end of a record deal by the end of the night!” He tapped his
clipboard with his pen. “I’m just making sure all the names
you gave us for the guest list are correct.”
The RockAteers nodded in unison.
“Jack, you haven’t got anyone on the list? Your mum and dad
aren’t coming?” Billy asked looking down at the list, pen poised.
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“No. They’re away, and all my mates can pay full price,”
Burt said. “We’re not a charity, right?”
“And Egg, you have Bex Vargas down, plus … Jerome
Clincher, is that right?”
Billy looked up from the list. Egg nodded.
“None of my business, but … is that the same Jerome
Clincher that runs Fictitious Records?”
Egg nodded again.
“Hmm,” Billy said, drawing it out. “Thing is, Egg, this was
supposed to be a closed showcase. You know, for our people.
Jerome is a bit of an outsider.” Billy paused again. “I just don’t
want you guys to be taken for a ride by someone like that.”
Burt was nodding furiously. “Yes, yes, I agree with Bill.
Why did you invite him, Egg?”
Egg shrugged. “I didn’t know it was closed,” he said. “I
thought it was a proper showcase.”
“Relax!” Billy said, raising a palm. “It is a proper showcase. It’s just … it’s more so our in-house team can get a sense
of how great you are.”
He smiled at everyone, and everyone smiled back. Except
Egg.
“I should add,” Billy put his hand on Egg’s shoulder, “the
hire of this place cost the company rather a lot of money, so,
well, let’s just say we want everything to be just right…” He
patted the shoulder. “Don’t feel bad. You weren’t to know.”
“Right,” said Egg, woodenly.
“So can I strike his name from the list, then?” Billy said,
drawing a line through the name before hearing the answer.
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“Of course, Bill,” said Burt. “Do it. Egg was just being
dumb. Don’t worry.”
Billy tapped his clipboard, nodded and left the room. His
face reappeared in the doorframe seconds later. “Oh yes, and
you’ll be getting a nice meal brought down in about half an
hour. The perks of being part of the gang!”


Egg checked the time, only ten minutes to go. His stomach
lurched. Clipper had been to the toilet six times in the past
hour. Egg had resisted the urge, telling himself it was only
nerves and that the signals telling his brain he needed to go
were lies.
Bex made frequent appearances to tell the band how many
people were in the venue and who had arrived. On those visits
she took full advantage of the free drinks on the band’s rider.
Four beers and they were only the ones Egg had counted.
She’d been given a backstage pass because she was going
to take some live shots. Egg wondered if being drunk was
conducive to taking good pictures. With only five minutes to
go she burst in to the dressing room to inform them that Sir
Wilson Cloom was in the building and that his large entourage included some famous faces.
Egg had been unable to confront Bex with the news that
Billy Visconti had banned Jerome Clincher from the gig. He
felt sure she’d be mad and he didn’t want to deal with that
before going on stage.
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Egg studied his band mates and wondered if they were as
terrified as he was. Burt was on his phone texting, looking
decidedly more relaxed than the last gig they had played
together. Clipper was ash white, green around the gills and
mesmerised by his shoes as usual. Tea sat with his bass guitar
across his lap, furiously playing, his fingers and face concentrated in one fluid act. Occasionally he would look up to take
a sip of beer and smile at Egg.
“Don’t look so nervous, mate. You’re the best guitarist I’ve
ever seen and you’re gonna smash it tonight,” the bass player
said warmly.
Seconds later the venue’s sound engineer came into the
dressing room and announced they were on stage in one
minute and it was a full house. Clipper rocketed from his seat
and made for the toilet.
Burt stood up. “He better be back in time for the gig!” he
said pocketing his phone, leaning into the heavily stickered
mirror.
Tea stood and blew out a long stream of air. “OK then,
this is it,” he said, grinning at Egg. “Just think, this next hour
could determine how the rest of our lives pan out!”
“I’m glad you didn’t say that when Clipper was in the
room,” Egg said, managing a thin smile.
“Say what?” Clipper said appearing behind them, looking impossibly pale, bone-white knuckles clutching his
drumsticks.
“Band prayer!” Burt ordered.
The band stepped close and took each other by the shoul-
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ders to make a tightly-packed circle of four. Heads bowed,
Burt began. “Our band sent from heaven hollowed be thy
name. Thine is the rock. Thine is the roll. Up the RockAteers
and glory be our fame. A-fuckin’-men.”
“A-fuckin’-men,” the band repeated.
Burt broke away, skipped up the tunnel, whooping the
words “Rock‘n’roll” as he went. The rest of them followed.


Egg picked out Cloom and his suited posse half way through
the second song, Shop Till You Drop. They were easy to spot
amongst the teenage crowd but it had taken Egg a song and
a half to feel confident enough to face the audience. The tall
perma-tanned man in his mid-fifties didn’t move a muscle
throughout the following three tracks. He didn’t react to anything. Not even a nod of approval. Despite the lack of interest, The RockAteers stormed through the opening half of the
set, the crowd feverish in their response. Clipper’s face once
again flushed with colour. Tea’s warm up paid dividends.
Burt’s banter and stage persona was more practised than Egg
had ever seen it. After the sixth song Egg decided not to look
at the music mogul any more.
Seventh in the set was Cupid’s Arrow, a song Egg thought
could be a single. As soon as the opening guitar crunched,
Burt was writhing around, forcing the crowd to find an even
higher gear. Egg couldn’t help glance at Cloom again, still
nothing. Was this man dead inside? After Cupids Arrow
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they played Golden, another song Egg hoped would be a
single. Egg had to swap guitars for the penultimate song. It
was the moment in the set when Burt had licence to freestyle with the audience.
“Anyone think they might be watching the best gig ever?”
The crowd screamed.
“I just wanted to say a huge thanks to all those who have
travelled from the manor to come see us. It means a lot.”
The crowd screamed some more.
“As some of you know already. Sir Wilson Cloom is in the
building. We’re big fans so I hope you will all make him feel
very welcome.”
The crowd booed.
Burt looked to his band for answers, bewilderment plastered
across his face. Egg, ready with his second guitar nodded at
Clipper and they plunged into ‘Bet on you’. Burt shook his
head as if to rid himself of the confusion and began to sing.
Egg glanced at Cloom again and was horrified to see that
he, along with his entourage, had vanished. His heart sank.
Had Burt just ruined their big chance?
It took Burt the rest of the song to regain his composure.
The crowd were his again but now, he’d also noticed Cloom’s
disappearance. Anger flashed across his face. “You bunch of
twats!” he shouted at the audience. “You’ve ruined every…”
Tea stepped between Burt and his microphone, buried his
face into Burt’s sweating mop of blond hair and started to
snarl into his ear. The venue had fallen quiet, but not quite
enough for Egg to make out what Tea was saying.
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Suddenly Tea stepped away and the singer grabbed the
microphone once more. “Ladies and gentlemen, apologies for
that slight interruption.” He beamed. “What I was trying to
say was that you’re the best fuckin’ crowd we’ve ever had the
privilege of playing in front of and we fuckin’ love you.”
Everyone cheered once more.
“This is our last song. It’s called Satellites.” He turned
expertly and nodded for the band to begin.
The RockAteers were shaken but composed enough to play
the final song with precise and practised skill. The song finished and Burt gave the rapturous crowd a low bow before
marching off stage.
Egg stepped out from behind the keyboard, put a limp
arm up to thank the crowd and followed his singer down the
tunnel. As soon as he reached the back stage area he stopped
dead in his tracks. There in the midst of his entourage was
Cloom, grinning from ear to ear.
“Great job guys,” he gushed stepping out from his people
and heading to greet Burt.
“Thanks Sir Cloom, I hope our crowd didn’t offend you
by booing?”
“Water off a duck’s back my dear Jack! Am I not the
modern incarnation of a pantomime villain?”
The use of Burt’s stage name caused his three band mates
to glance at one another in amusement.
“Guys, that was terrific! You really nailed it! Your songs
really are up there! Tremendous stuff!” Billy Visconti said
stepping into the circle.
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“That’s great you think so. We had a proper good time up there
tonight and I think the fans loved it too,” Burt replied beaming.
“So when are you guys gonna come in and sign the deal?”
Cloom said.
“Tomorrow!” Burt blurted.
From out of nowhere Hazel crashed into the circle and
flung her arms around Burt. “Oh Burtie, I love youuuuu,” she
gushed. “You’re the great-est singer in the worrlllllllddddd.”
“Get off me, you mad witch. Someone get her off me!!”
Burt screamed.
A security guard ran in and grabbed hold of Hazel. She
clung onto Burt and it took some serious effort before the
bouncer managed to peel her off and lead her away.
“And my name isn’t Burt, you crazy whore! It’s Jack Skill,”
Burt shouted after her.
“Whoa there Jackie, you may need to work on the people
skills a little!” Wilson told him gravely. “The fans are important. I noticed you calling them twats earlier. At Big Tone we
rarely encourage our artists to abuse the fans. A little more
maturity is needed, I think, dear boy!”
“She’s been stalking me for weeks, Mr Cloom,” Burt said,
still dripping with sweat. “She stands outside my house all the
time. She scares the living shit out of me.”
Wilson gave Billy a knowing nod. “Well OK then,” Wilson
said. “As far as I’m concerned you boys have got yourself a
deal, and I’ll be seeing you all really soon.”
Cloom left, his minions following close behind. Visconti
remained.
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“So you’re going to sign with us, yes?” Billy grinned holding out his hand.
First Burt, then Tea, then Clipper and finally Egg shook his
hand.
“Done deal,” Visconti said. “Nice to have you on board.”
He winked. “Gotta split, people to do and places to be.”


Egg was shaken. The usual post gig euphoria had been replaced
by anxiety and worry. He hunted for Bex in the crowd; the
constant back pats and congratulatory comments hampering
his search. Suddenly a warm body pressed up against his back
and arms encircled him.
“Guess who,” slurred the warm, husky voice.
Egg spun round beaming. “I thought you’d gone.”
Bex was wearing a backless mini-dress, low cut and shimmering in the gloom of the venue.
“Wow, you changed!” Egg gulped in admiration.
“After I took the photos. By the way I think I took some
really wicked pics.”
“Is it made of silver?” Egg said, pointing at the tiny dress.
“Yes, it’s made of silver Egg. I’m wearing a metal dress.”
“Oh, yes of course.” Egg paused and gritted his teeth. He
could tell Bex was pretty drunk and wondered if it might be
better to tell her about Jerome in the morning.
Then he decided to get it over with. “I couldn’t get Jerome
Clincher into the gig.”
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“Yes you could. He’s right over there,” she said taking his
hand. “Come on, I’ll introduce ya.”
Bex led him through the crowd; her warm palm clutching
his was thrilling. Egg wished she would lead him right out of
the venue and away. Three seconds later the pair stood in front
of a tall, bearded man. He smiled, the creases around his eyes
concertinaed, giving his face a warm, dependable look. Egg
liked him immediately.
“This is Jerome Clincher,” Bex said. “The mate of my
dad’s I was telling you about.”
“I think your band rock, dude!” The scruffy man stuck out
a hand.
“Thanks,” Egg said bashfully.
“You two wanna drink?” he said, draining his pint glass
and pointing toward the bar.
“I wouldn’t mind an orange juice and lemonade,” Egg nodded.
“Triple vodka and coke,” said Bex.
“Not sure your dad would approve, Bee. You might look
eighteen but you’re not.”
“OK, a double!”
“A single and think yourself lucky I’m getting you
anything!”
Jerome winked at them and picked his way elegantly
through the busy venue towards the bar.
“Tall man’s walk,” Egg mumbled as he watched him go.
“What?” Bex said leaning closer to Egg.
“He walks upright, like he’s proud to be that tall. I wish I
could do that.”
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“It’s all about confidence,” she said leaning closer. “He’s
cool, isn’t he?”
“How did he get in?” Egg asked, revelling in Bex’s warm,
sweet, alcoholic breath on his face.
“He’s a pro. He spotted his name crossed out on the guest list
and took the name under it.” Her lips touched his ear. “Apparently he and Wilson Cloom don’t get on.” Her nose brushed his
cheek. “They have well different ideas about music.”
Jerome returned with the drinks and Bex stepped away.
The spell was broken.
“You have a natural gift for melody and that rare belief in
your lyrics.” Jerome said steadily. “I’m blown away that you
can write with such maturity. Some of your words are really
moving, man.”
“I’ve had a hard life,” Egg said with a smirk.
Bex and Jerome laughed.
“Can I leave you two two to it?” Bex garbled. “I wanna …
I want to go and congratulate the rest of the band.”
Egg watched Bex as she slunk away, her hips navigating
the crowd with intoxicating grace.
“Girlfriend?” Jerome asked.
“No,” Egg replied still watching her.
“But you would like her to be?”
“Yes.”
Jerome smiled warmly. “Some good material there, I bet!”
Egg nodded as he watched her disappear into the throng.
“Do you want to come in next week and see my label set
up? I think we might be able to find a place for you with us,
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and I think you will find it a lot less constraining than a lot of
other labels out there.”
Egg shook his head sadly.
“I think I’d be wasting your time,” Egg told him. “Billy
Visconti has already claimed us.”
“How so?”
“He asked us to sign with him and we all said yes. He
shook all our hands.”
Jerome’s eye widened. “No, no, no, no. See now, that’s
exactly the reason why I hate working in this business sometimes.” He studied the songwriter. “Egg, you have a gift, and
that gift may well make you and some of the people around
you a great deal of money. You’re fifteen, right?” Egg nodded.
“And you’re the songwriter, right?” Egg nodded again. “Well
then, you can’t sign anything without your parents’ consent,
and besides, I advise you take your time. You don’t have to
trust me, but at least check out my flavour. See what I’ve been
up to in the last ten years, the kind of acts I sign. We’re totally
artist focussed; there are no skeletons in my closet.”
Egg listened intently but remained silent. Jerome continued.
“I know you think I’m just trying to sell myself like Billy
‘Big Mouth’ Visconti, and to some extent I am, but I love your
fuckin’ band, man. I mean I think it’s fresh and it’s genuine
and it’s real. I can’t promise you’ll make more money with
me than you would signing with Big Tone, but I can promise
you’ll make clean, artistic, soulful money. I got into this game
to work with musicians, not to make money.” He paused to
take a sip of his beer. “I think you need to ask yourself whether
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Visconti and his puppet master Cloom are in the business for
the same reasons.”
Egg felt vindicated. His misgivings about Billy Visconti
had been correct. A clash of self-satisfaction and anger boiled
up inside him. “But what about the handshake? The rest of the
lads are sixteen and they shook too.”
“Dude, you’re the songwriter, how can they sign without
you? Cheeky and underhand is what that handshake was.
Don’t sign your life away just because you’ve seen Cloom on
telly, and your lead singer wants fame so bad he would eat his
own shit to get it. Ignore the handshake. It means nothing.”
“You’ve obviously met Jack Skill!” Egg said, marvelling at
how accurately he had assessed his lead singer.
Jerome shook his head. “I haven’t met him. He’s the ambitious
lead singer. The cliché. As soon as he walked on stage I had him
pegged. Remember, man, I’ve been in this game twenty years.”
Egg laughed, glanced over Jerome’s left shoulder and
spotted Burt on the other side of the room. He was kissing
someone up against the back wall of the venue. He couldn’t
make out who it was. A fan perhaps, or Crazel.
Moments later the pair turned.
“Bex!” he gasped, stepping past Jerome to get a better view.
He blinked and rubbed his eyes. Were they kissing? Could it
really be Bex? Burt had the girl pinned again, her face hidden.
His hands were all over her. The dress! It was shimmering.
Egg felt sick, sicker than he had ever felt in his whole life.
There was no doubt. The girl Burt was snogging was Bex!
Egg turned and fled the building.
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Song 10 – Secrets
Egg – July 26th
I should be celebrating the start of the summer, not
feeling like this. Yesterday was the last official day
of Year 11. Exams are history and I turn sixteen in
five weeks. I’m at home and it’s one in the morning. I
haven’t felt like writing anything since the gig. The
showcase itself was pretty spectacular.
If this were Clipper’s diary he would probably use a
football analogy to explain my night. It was a game
of two halves, first half good and second half bad.
When the drums and bass opened for our first tune my
nerves left me and I was thrown into what Tea calls
“gig zone” where time travels quickly and all worries
evaporate. There is only the music. I wasn’t thinking
about fancying Bex or worrying whether I’d messed up my
exams (which I haven’t). I rehearsed so hard for the
gig that I was playing the guitar parts in my sleep. I
think the guys must have rehearsed at home too, because
we felt so rigid. It’s hard to explain but it was like
a pulse, rising and falling, with the different vibe of
each song pulling us in different directions. It was
so collectively honest. We were better because we meant
it, like the music was full of intent and we were being
our honest selves. There was so much adrenalin flowing
through us we were performing out of our skins. It
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helped that the sound on stage was so brilliant and that
the place was rammed full of crazy people. Our fans!
The start of the second half was pretty amazing. We
pretty much got offered two record deals in one night.
Then came total and all consuming tragedy because
there on the other side of the room I saw Burt and Bex
snogging. How about that for a kick in the teeth?
Why Bex? Why Bex? Why Bex? Now I can’t be happy about
anything. Ever.


Burt – 26th July
Five years, eight months, six days, seventeen hours
and fourteen minutes. That’s how long it took me to get
off with Rebecca Vargas. A few shots of tequila and a
couple of large cocktails helped. If only I’d known that
earlier. Lol!
The kiss was spectacular and Bex defo loved it large. So
what if Egg saw it? Beautiful people kiss each other all
the time! That ginger fool was deluding himself if he
thought he ever had a chance with someone like Bex anyway.
I can’t stop thinking about her but I have decided I’m
gonna woo her gently. I don’t want to scare her off.
Egg is sick as a dog, Bex is the leopard that changed
her spots and I’m the cat that got the cream.
#themoralofthestory #nevercountmeout
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Burt was feeling a lot more confident on his second solo visit
to the grand offices of Big Tone Records. After all, the deal
had been verbally offered and the band had shaken on it.
This time when the beautiful receptionist came to get him
from the foyer Burt was ready. He was on a roll – what the
hell. They entered the lift alone and faced one another.
“So what’s your name?” Burt asked, peppering her boobs
with quick and obvious glances.
“Sophia,” she answered adjusting her top.
“So, Sophia, how would you like to go out for a drink with
me after work?”
“How old are you?” she asked, looking surprised.
“I’m twenty. Why, how old are you?” he replied, employing the most seductive and honest smile he could muster.
“I’m nineteen.” She frowned slightly. “You look younger
than twenty.”
“All my family look young. It’s in our genes.” Burt grinned
and rubbed his jeans. Sophia smiled before the lift binged and
the doors opened at the twentieth floor.
“I came to see you at the Borderline, you were very good!”
she told him as they walked the corridor. “Hang on, how can
you be twenty, I thought you were all still at school?”
“We were good, weren’t we?” Burt agreed loftily. “No, not still
at school. We tell people we are so they think we’re younger.”
“OK,” she said narrowing her eyes and pouting her lips,
“but I don’t have sex on the first date!” Burt narrowly avoided
tripping over the leg of a protruding display sign. “You may
as well know that right away,” she added.
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Before Burt could regain the power of speech they
had arrived at Wilson’s office. Sophia pointed to the waiting
area, smiled, handed him a card and seated herself at her desk.
Burt studied the card. It had her mobile number on it. A
moment later Billy Visconti was there holding out a hand.
“Shall we go in?”
“Yeah, let’s.”
Burt followed Billy inside the glass office.
“On your own again I see!” Wilson said.
“Er, yes … but Bill told me you guys wanted to talk to me
on my own.”
Wilson rocked back on his chair. “A little birdie tells me
your songwriter was talking to Jerome Clincher all night,”
he said. “Should I be worried that The RockAteers are going
back on a gentlemen’s agreement?”
Burt felt a rising panic. “They were just talking! No, of
course we wouldn’t go back on a gentlemen’s agreement.”
“Good, because I’m not a man to be trifled with,” he said, giving
Burt a chilling look. “I hope you understand me, Mr Skill?”
“I do understand, Mr … err, Sir … Cloom, I mean sorry,
Mr Sir Wilson. It’s all cool. I promise.”
“I’m glad to hear it. I have one more thing to ask you and
then you may go.” He glanced at Billy.
“Jack, you know we just want what’s best for you guys,
don’t you?” Billy said, picking up the baton.
Burt nodded.
“Good because we do care, OK? The thing is, we feel, having
seen the show, that you need to make a couple of changes.”
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“Changes?”
“Don’t worry, Jack, it’s nothing that can’t be overcome
together.” Billy‘s expression switched from reassuring to solemn.
“We as a company feel your drummer isn’t strong enough.”
An awkward silence hung in the air. “And what’s the other
change?” Burt asked eventually.
“Well yes, we also feel that you need a little help on the
song-writing front. Nothing heavy. We feel a trip to the Song
Doctor would do you the world of good.”
“Song doctor?”
“That’s what we call them, Jack,” Billy said softly. “They
come in and help artists become better songwriters. Hence the
name ‘Song Doctor’.”
“So you’re saying that you think our drummer’s shit and
our songs are so sick they need a doctor?”
Wilson, who had been watching silently from his chair,
stood up, walked around his desk slowly and put a hand on
Burt’s shoulder.
“Calm down, Jackie. All bands go through changes. You’re
young and I predict many years of success ahead. Your first
record needs to make the kind of impact that blows everyone else out of the water. We’re talking mere tweaks, nothing
more. A great drummer is the heartbeat of any band, and the
songs are its life force. Both must be absolutely spot on!”
Burt shifted in his chair and looked up at Cloom. “I can
do it without them,” he exclaimed. “Whatever you want, I
just want to get on with it.” He looked across at Billy. “I just
wanna be a rock‘n’roll star!”
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Wilson let go of Jack’s shoulder and Billy relaxed.
“And you will be a rock star, but you need that song-writer
of yours. He’s the key. Great songs are a band’s life force,
remember! Imagine we combined Egg’s youthful exuberance
with someone who’s been writing hits for years. Just think
what could be achieved.”
Billy stood and grinned. “We will have the papers drawn
up and sent over to you to sign by the end of the week!” He
paused. “Oh, and remember Egg will have to get his parents
to sign his documents because he’s under age.”
Burt looked nervous.
“That isn’t a problem, is it?”
Burt shook his head unconvincingly, stood up, reached
across the desk to shake Cloom’s hand and followed Billy out
of the office. Cloom’s voice called after them.
“Oh, and Jackie, I think you should tell your drummer
sooner rather than later, don’t you?”


Clipper – 31st July
Being off school on summer holidays is amazing, but
George Graves is hanging around like a shit that won’t
flush. Sometimes he meets us after rehearsals and tries
winding me up. He knows I can knock him out so now he
is trying to get me with words. Like when he says stuff
about other people he always adds the words poofta,
homo or bumba clart. It makes me feel proper shit if
I’m honest, but I can’t rise to it coz if I do I think I
might kill him.
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I have mixed emotions about the band at the moment.
The showcase was wicked and proper exciting but
I can’t hardly sleep at night I’m so worried for
everyone. Why do Burt and Egg have to argue and then
not talk to each other for ages? Why can’t they both
just chill out? We could be blowing a wicked chance
here. It’s like on the footy pitch. If one of you
plays shit or refuses to pass to another player then
the whole team suffers.
Burt has called me and Tea to three secret meetings
now. Tea said that Burt is trying to make us think
how he does, like brain washing. I think he might
be right. Anyway we have agreed to go and see Egg
and ask why he hasn’t turned up to the last two
rehearsals. Burt reckons it’s because Bex and him
had a snog and Egg saw it, but I just can’t believe
Egg would chuck away everything that we worked
for, for something as dumb as that. So what if Bex
likes Burt. What a surprise! All women like Burt.
I know people say he’s a wanker but that doesn’t
stop him from being good looking. Burt told us,
in the last secret meeting, that he’d shagged
Sophia, Sir Cloom’s posh assistant, and that she
was nineteen and proper hot. I‘ve cut and pasted a
bunch of emails into my blog to remind me that Burt
is mental. I’ve said it again and again, don’t send
emails. Talk to each other – but no one listens.
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From Jack Skill <jackskilz@hotmail.com >
To Michael Twining <teabag22@gmail.com >,
Justin Clipper <Justin.clipper@gmail.com >
Date 27 July 12.08
Subject: Egg Smeg
Dear T,
My first issue is you not taking my amp and guitar back
south. Why couldn’t you just take it in the cab with the
rest of the stuff and store it at your house? I wanted to
go out after the gig.
My second issue is that Clipper is being such a sit on
the fence wanker. Why can’t he just pick a side?
My third issue is Egg. The fact that I’m better-looking
than him and he is in love with Bex is not my fault.
It’s a fucking nightmare trying to keep up with his
massive strops. If Egg was a super hero he would be
the Incredible Sulk. Basically he can fuck off. I cannot
believe he is angry about the other night. What for?
Kissing a girl? He ran out of the Borderline like a big girl.
I know him better than you Tea and he is very vindictive
and enjoys being difficult. Don’t even get me started on
the publishing. We need to keep strong on that one. We
deserve an equal share. What a selfish prick he is.
I think you should speak to Egg and get him to
come and apologise to me. I ruled at that gig and
did an unbelievable job of convincing Wilson Cloom
to sign us. Then what does Egg do? Fucks it all up.
#doineedtomakeitanyclearer
Jack
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From Michael Twining <teabag22@gmail.com>
To Justin Clipper <Justin.clipper@gmail.com>,
Jack Skill <jackskilz@hotmail.com
Date 27 July 02:18
Subject: Re: Egg Smeg
My first issue is you’re not called Jack.
My second issue is I’m not your personal slave; I’m the
bassist in OUR band.
My third issue is that you think everything is all
about you! It’s not and the sooner you realise
that the better. #getoveryourselfhashtagcockhead
What is it with all this hash tag bollocks
anyway? #inappropriateuseofhashtags
#yournotevenontwitterunob
We need to have a very honest talk about things and
we need to put a plan together and work out how to
stop all this internal bitch fighting. I think it’s been
proved that emails are not a good way to sort out the
problems in the band. Burt – I am not sure you meant
that to be a round robin email but it was.
From Justin Clipper <Justin.clipper@gmail.com>
To Michael Twining teabag22@gmail.com>, To
Jack Skill <jackskilz@hotmail.com
Date 27 July 20:18
Subject Re: Re: Egg Smeg
Burt, you might want to check who you send your
emails to because you just sent that one about me
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being a ‘sit on the fence wanker’ to me as well. I don’t
care what you call me, I can ignore it. I agree with
everything Tea said. We really need to sort this shit out.
From Jack Skill <jackskilz@hotmail.com >
To Michael Twining <teabag22@gmail.com >, To
Justin Clipper <Justin.clipper@gmail.com >
Date 28 July 03.45
Subject: Re: Re: Re: Egg Smeg
Oh that’s great. What a couple of bum licking twats. I
bare my soul and tell you my most innermost problems
and you take a giant shit into my mouth. I don’t
even know why I bother. And I am totally on Twitter.
#sofuckyouboth.
From Justin Clipper <Justin.clipper@gmail.com>
To Michael Twining <teabag22@gmail.com >, To
Jack Skill <jackskilz@hotmail.com>
Date 28 July 20:18
Subject Re: Re: Re: Re: Egg Smeg
Look Burt, this is all getting well twisted up. I think all
me and Tea are trying to do is make sure none of us say
anything we might regret on email. Let’s talk face to face?
I didn’t mind taking your amp home mate. I’m sure Tea
is sorry about that. I thought about all the things you
said, I promise.
Things are tuff for us all. Let’s pick ourselves up and
carry on fighting for what we know is great.
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Satellites or Bet On You might become a monster hits
and we have all these amazing people interested in us.
It’s all been a distraction – maybe we should get back
to just making the music. Let’s go and do what we do
best and get in the rehearsal studio and write some
more good tunes?
From Michael Twining <teabag22@gmail.com>
To Justin Clipper <justin.clipper@gmail.com>,
Jack Skill <jackskilz@hotmail.com
Date 28 July 21:34
Subject: Re: Re: Re: Re: Re: Egg Smeg From:
Don’t apologise for me Clipper you tit. Burk, for the
record, I’m not sorry. But, the rest I agree with. Let’s
just sit down and talk face to face. All four of us. Why
are we fucking all this up now? I refuse to work at
MacDonald’s because 4 nearly grown men can’t get on
with each other.


Tea – 7th August
Me and Clipper went round to Egg’s house today and
he was saying he would never talk to Burt again
after what he’d done. But then Clipper said he was
shooting himself in the foot. It’s like him and
Burt are having some sort of power struggle. Burt
wants us to sign with Sir Cloom and Egg wants us
to go and meet with this guy called Jerome Clincher
(who’s signed loads of massive bands).
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Egg said that even if he re-joined the band there was
no way he would sign with Wilson Cloom. Clipper got all
upset and reminded Egg that we had shaken on it with
Billy Visconti, but Egg said that you wouldn’t get a
builder to come and fix something without getting at
least three quotes. I think I got the point. He also
said that he is still only fifteen and that he can’t sign
anything without his parents’ consent and that his mum
would rather die than see him become a full-time rock
guitarist. (His mum is the scariest, gingerest woman I
ever did see, but his dad looks chilled out.)
I said that I didn’t see any problem with going to see
this Jerome bloke. Anyway, I think I might be a genius,
because I said to Egg that if I get Burt to agree to
come and see this guy Jerome, then will he come back
to rehearsal and stop sulking (I didn’t say sulking
though). Egg agreed. After we left Clipper said he
should phone Bex up and get her side of the story. I
don’t like very many people but I reckon Clipper and me
have become best mates since joining the band. He’s a
good lad and the only one in the band that isn’t as mad
as a box of maggots.


Rebecca Lopez Vargas sat on High Bench and stared out over
the sprawl of London Town, dominated by the towers clustering around the pointed tip of Canary Wharf. In the near distance
the grass slopes that led toward Greenwich Village shone limecoloured against the autumn sun. Beyond the ‘V’ of the plane
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trees, the twin towers of the Queen’s House, its white façade
spotless and solid. It wasn’t just Burt who loved this spot; Bex
cherished the view from High Bench, it reassured her.
She had been too embarrassed to call Egg since the gig.
If Superman’s weakness was kryptonite, hers was cocktails.
What was she thinking, allowing herself to be kissed by that
total dickhead? All she could remember from the incident
was that he had been very persistent. And he was charming,
at least he had seemed charming in her inebriated condition. The worst thing about the whole thing was that Egg
had witnessed it. She knew this because Riana had seen him
storming out of the venue.
Why had she done it? She had questioned herself over and
over. Eventually she concluded that she had subconsciously
wanted Egg to see it. Because then he might actually make a
move. He was so easy to talk to. She loved his quick mind. She
even liked his odd sense of humour. True, he wasn’t exactly
what you might describe as ‘fit’, but if all good-looking boys
were anything like the ones she’d come across so far, like Burt,
then she wouldn’t be spending too much time with any of them.
Just then she spotted Egg as he came trudging up the slope
towards her, his eyes fixed on the terrain ahead. By the time
he got to the top, he was panting.
“Late night?” she enquired, with a reserved smile.
“I haven’t been sleeping that well to be honest.” He sat
down on the bench next to her and looked out at the view.
“Look, Egg, you must be wondering why I have called you
up here. I’ll get straight to the point.”
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“Please do.”
“OK … well … not that it’s any of your business, but …
I hate myself for … kissing Burt like I did, and … if I could
turn the clock back I’d erase it. You get me? I do fuck up
things when I’m pissed. I don’t know what happens.”
There was a long silence before Egg spoke. “You’re right,
it is none of my business.”
“OK,” she shrugged, looking down at her lap. “Well … if
that’s true, why did you run out of the venue all angry and
stuff and haven’t rung me back all week?”
Bex could see he was blushing.
“Dunno,” he managed, clearly unable to look at her.
She pursed her lips, and chose her words carefully. “Is it
because you’re head over heels in love with me and you absolutely can’t bear seeing me kissing another boy?”
“No!” Egg exclaimed, louder than he had meant to.
“OK then, so why haven’t you called me back then?” she
asked quietly. “I thought we were friends!”
“I said I dunno, and I don’t.”
“OK, but can we go back to being friends? I hate all this.”
Egg let out a long sigh and nodded.
“So tell me what’s going on with… ” – she paused for dramatic effect – “the RockAteers?”
Egg rolled his eyes and sniffed. “Burt is trying to make us
sign a deal with Sir Wilson Cloom but I’m not old enough to
sign it without my parents’ permission and anyway I’d like to
see what your dad’s mate Jerome has to say.”
“So, go and see him, Egg. You’ve got as much say as Burt.
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Don’t let that fool bully you into signing with someone you’re
not sure about.”
For the first time Egg turned to face her. Their eyes met. A
smile flashed across his face but just as suddenly it dropped.
He frowned and returned his gaze across to London.
“You just saw me kissing Burt, didn’t you?” she said.
“Look, I’ve gotta go.” Egg stood up and started to make
his way back slowly down the slope. Bex watched him until
he disappeared through the wrought-iron gates at the bottom
of the hill.


Burt – 9th August
So, they all turn up to rehearsal and they have
obviously hatched this plot against me, because they
already know what each other is going to say. So they
want to go to see this bloke called Jerome. So I say,
and this is a really good point:
“Why the fuck do we need to go see the 3rd most
important person in the industry when we have the
1st most important person in the industry wanting to
sign us?”
And what was Egg’s argument? Builders! What have fucking
builders got to do with anything? People, even my socalled mates, go on about how clever they think Egg is
and that he has really changed since he started wearing
cool clothes, but all I see is a lanky ginger twat! Who
asked him to be in the band in the first place? Me that’s
who! Also who paid for all his new clobber and contact
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lenses and stuff? I did. He thinks I don’t know that
him and Bex used my card for his new wardrobe. You ever
heard of a bank statement, Egg?
And another thing. How am I going to convince them we
have to get rid of Clipper? Billy‘s rung me twice since
I went into the office last week. I’m going to have to
call an emergency meeting with me, Egg and Tea.
Also, why the hell is Bex not answering any of my
phone calls? This is a circle of shit. Bex doesn’t
call me back, and suddenly Crazel is at my door and I
felt lonely so I shagged her. She hasn’t mentioned me
screaming at her after the gig the other week. It always
makes me feel worse after she leaves. I shouldn’t be
doing it. I still think Crazel has a really fit body and
she’s always very experimental.
She actually showed me on the computer what she gets
up to for the band the other day. She really has done
a fuckload for us. If it wasn’t for the amazing music
she wouldn’t have done anything, but I think she does
help. Like all the forums she goes on, talking to people
about the band and all the social networks she is always
posting comments on. The only problem really is that she
is properly in love with me, and of course as soon as I
get over whatever’s bugging me she will have to go.
Now it’s all come to a bit of a head because this girl
I met at Wilson’s office came back to my house the other
day and we had sex. Talk about fit! Sophia is like a
super-babe. I just stared at her unbelievable body for
ages. Her tits are exactly the right size and her tan is
almost as good as mine. I actually told her right there
and then that there should be a statue made to capture
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her fitness. In fact after I said that she got even
friskier. I gotta remember that one.
If I am completely honest Crazel is probably a little
bit better at it than Sophia even though Crazel is a six
out of ten and Sophia is a nine. Of course Bex is a ten
out of ten. I put the words ‘sexual compatibility’ into
Google and found out that it isn’t just about attraction
and animal urges.
Anyway Crazel must have smelt Sophia on
because she said. “Oh, another girl has
bed.” I said she was wrong and then she
She didn’t have a go at me or anything.

my pillow
been in your
started crying.
I did feel bad.


Tea – 14th August
Burt asked me and Egg to meet up with him in Greenwich
on this bench he calls High Bench. Basically its
high and it’s a bench. #reallyimaginativeburt.
#thatwhyyoudontwritethesongs

I recorded the conversation on my phone like some sort
of Sherlock Holmes because I believe Jack Twat Balls
Windsor is a slippery bastard and I sensed something bad
was coming. I’m glad I did.
BURT – As you know I went to see Billy Visconti and
Wilson Cloom last week.
ME – Was that when you pulled his secretary?
BURT – Yes, but that’s not important. They told me they
thought we were amazing and that I was an amazing front
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man and that you were both good too.
ME – How nice of them.
BURT – Can I carry on please? Basically they want to
sign us and I think we’d be mad not to. I also think
that because I started the band I should be listened to
properly.
EGG – It takes more than one person to start a band,
Burt, look up the word band in a dictionary.
BURT – Yes, but I was the one that got it all together.
Do you get me? Anyway will you just let me get what I
have to say out please? Billy and Wilson think that we
should ditch Clipper and look for another drummer!
Me and Egg stared at him for ages.
EGG – For what reason?
BURT – They think he’s not tight enough and a bit fat.
EGG – Well that’s not true, he is good enough and isn’t
at all fat.
BURT – For fuck’s sake Egg, why do you always disagree
with everything I say?
EGG – Because, Burt, you speak shit 99.9% of the time.
BURT – What do you think, Tea?
ME – I think Egg’s being generous. I think you speak
shit 100% of the time.
BURT – Not about that! I mean what do you think about
Clipper leaving the band?
ME – I think you’re talking about him being booted out
of the band, not him leaving of his own free will! I
agree with Egg, and I think he’s a great drummer. So
what if he is a bit on the chunky side.
BURT – Look lads, I admire your loyalty but image is
everything in this day and age. He just doesn’t fit in.
Besides how’s it going to look having a gay drummer?
Don’t get me wrong. I’m not a misogynist. I have loads
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of gay friends, but rock‘n’roll bands never have gay
people in them.
TEA – What are you trying to say?
BURT – Oh come on, you telling me you didn’t know he was
gay?
EGG – Burt, I’m going to pretend you didn’t say that.
Firstly I want to go back to the point I made earlier
about you speaking rubbish 99.9% of the time. I think
your last comments perfectly encapsulate this.
BURT – La de da. Big words might break my bones but
bullshit will never hurt me. Bang off in your face.
Burt held his palm up to Egg’s face. Egg looked really
angry.
EGG – I don’t know what you’re talking about Burt! But I
do know that you have exactly zero gay friends and that
you are being blatantly homophobic and at this precise
moment not in the slightest bit misogynistic, although
given half a chance I feel sure you would give womankind
a rough ride.
BURT – Damn right I’d give womankind a rough ride. I’d
give all the ladies a rough ride all night long.
EGG – There you are! That’s misogyny, Burt. Well done
and thank you ever so much for being so implausibly
predictable. Look – I really don’t want to be here
anymore, so I’m going. Before I do, we are going to see
Jerome Clincher next week. If he also thinks we need a
new drummer then maybe we talk again, but that decision
will be based on his abilities and not his sexual
orientation. As far as I’m concerned it’s all for one
and one for all. It’s the only way it can work.
Egg got up and left.
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ME – How do you know he’s gay?
BURT – Because it’s obvious that he fancies me and I’m a
boy and that’s gay.
ME – You think everyone fancies you.
BURT – I don’t think you fancy me.
ME – You’re damn right I don’t fancy you. I don’t fancy
any men.
BURT – So you agree that we should boot him out of the
band?
ME – No, I didn’t say that. I don’t know what I think.
BURT – Well you better decide fast or we might miss our
big chance.
I’m not sure where it came from but I just decided right
there and then that Clipper was brilliant and even if he
was gay, he was the closest thing I had to a best mate.
He was a well good laugh and a great drummer.
ME – OK. I’ve decided. I agree with Egg!
BURT – You know what, Tea? You really are dumb.
ME – You know what, Burt? You really are a backstabbing wanker.
I got up from the bench and started walking down the hill.
I only got about twenty metres before Burt shouted at me
(you can actually hear it faintly on the recording because
I didn’t stop recording till I got out of the park).
BURT – And they want us to go see a song doctor, so your
bum chum Egg isn’t that amazing after all.
That’s when I stuck my finger in the air and gave him the
big bird. It’s my seventeenth birthday tomorrow. Thanks
for that present, Burt! Nice work. Bang off in your face
more like!
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